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2019 Niue $5 2-oz Silver Star Wars Millennium Falcon Ultra High Relief Proof

 
Availability:
Out of Stock

This item is currently Out of Stock. Please sign up to be notified if this product becomes
available.

Item # 349321
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Not so Long Ago from a Mint Not So Far Away

Coming out of hyperspace and charting a course into your collection is the Millennium Falcon™ – the latest coin in the immensely popular
Star Wars™ series of coins that are taking the galaxy by storm!

Struck by the prestigious New Zealand Mint in two full ounces of highly-pure 99.9% fine silver, this $5 legal-tender coin shows the
Millennium Falcon in all its glory. The coin was released on behalf of the island nation of Niue and depicts the iconic YT-1300 Corellian light
freighter making a graceful bank – perhaps after making another successful spice run to the Outer Rim. At 40 mm in diameter, the coin
shows every detail of arguably the most iconic space vessel ever to zoom across movie screens.

Plus, the coin was struck with fantastic ultra high relief so every detail of the design is magnified in eye-popping grandeur. In addition, each
2019 Niue $5 Star Wars – Millennium Falcon Two-Ounce Silver Coin in this offer will come in gorgeous Gem Proof condition, meaning your
coin was expertly crafted by the mint from hand-selected planchets, polished dies and multiple strikes to produce beautifully frosted details
rising over mirror-like fields!

By now, everyone knows who flies the Millennium Falcon. It’s piloted by the legendary quick-witted, trigger happy, smuggler-turned-hero
Han Solo, and his co-pilot, a terrifying, bow caster-wielding Wookie named Chewbacca. Through ingenuity, tact, and skill at flying, this duo
was paramount in getting Luke Skywalker into the Death Star to save Princess Leia. The ship also played a key role in saving young
Skywalker from the clutches of Darth Vader and allowing the Jedi-to-be to make the trench run and blow up the planet-destroying super
weapon. This one action allowed the rebellion to live on and, two episodes later, free the galaxy from the tyranny of the Galactic Empire.

Just 5,000 of these exciting coins have been struck for worldwide release and each coin available in this offer comes in its original
government packaging. Don’t miss out; blast off with the 2019 Niue Star Wars – Millennium Falcon Two-Ounce Silver Proof today!

ICONIC IMAGERY – Held in the same regard as a light saber or the title Skywalker, the Millennium Falcon is as much of a Star Wars
character as Darth Vader himself. The fifth release in Niue’s popular Star Wars series, this coin fits perfectly in any numismatic collection as
well as making an excellent piece to any Star Wars fan’s collection.

STRUCK IN HIGHLY-PURE SILVER – This coin is struck in two ounces of highly-pure 99.9% fine silver.

LEGAL TENDER – Each coin is $5 legal Niue tender.

GORGEOUS GEM PROOF CONDITION – Your 2019 Niue $5 Star Wars – Millennium Falcon Two-Ounce Silver Coin will come in gorgeous
Gem Proof condition, meaning it was expertly crafted by the mint from hand-selected planchets, polished dies and multiple strikes to
produce beautifully frosted details rising over mirror-like fields.

LIMITED MINTAGE – The maximum worldwide mintage of this coin is only 5,000.

This coin has a limited mintage and won’t be around for long. Click one to your and get yours in less than 12 parsecs!
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